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ConfucianismConfucianism

Founded by Confucius Kung Fu Tzu Founded by Confucius Kung Fu Tzu   
551-478 BC. 551-478 BC. 
Principle “religion” in China.Principle “religion” in China.
Also influential in Korea and Viet Nam. Also influential in Korea and Viet Nam. 
NotNot a religious leader—he accepted the  a religious leader—he accepted the 
religious superstition of his day as sufficient. religious superstition of his day as sufficient. 
Agnostic—“Keep aloof from spiritual matters, but Agnostic—“Keep aloof from spiritual matters, but 
perform the ceremony correctly.”perform the ceremony correctly.”
Utilitarian, conservative philosophy.  Each Utilitarian, conservative philosophy.  Each 
person should accept his position in society for person should accept his position in society for 
righteousness and stability.  Strong emphasis on righteousness and stability.  Strong emphasis on 
proper government, training for holding proper government, training for holding 
government office.government office.



Confucianism (cont.)Confucianism (cont.)
Practical rather than esoteric.Practical rather than esoteric.

Ancestor worship stressed.Ancestor worship stressed.

Later Confucian philosophy involved emphasis Later Confucian philosophy involved emphasis 
on on ying ying andand yang yang—the competing balance —the competing balance 
between good vs. evil, physical vs. spiritual, hate between good vs. evil, physical vs. spiritual, hate 
vs. love. (Dualism)vs. love. (Dualism)

Confucianism competed with 
two other philosophies: Taoism 
and Moism. Confucianism, 
being more practical, generally 
won out.



Five Canonical ClassicsFive Canonical Classics
(1)(1) Cannon of History (Cannon of History (Shu-ChingShu-Ching) ) from 2,356 BC. History, from 2,356 BC. History, 

ancient documents, speeches ancient documents, speeches 

(2)(2) Cannon of Poetry (Cannon of Poetry (Shin-ChingShin-Ching)) 800-600 BC.  About 300  800-600 BC.  About 300 
poems and folk songs. Customs concerning courtship, poems and folk songs. Customs concerning courtship, 
marriage, war, agriculture, feasts, sacrifices, etc.marriage, war, agriculture, feasts, sacrifices, etc.

(3)(3) Cannon of Changes (Cannon of Changes (I-ChingI-Ching).). Book of divination,  Book of divination, 
magic. Underlies almost all Chinese philosophy.magic. Underlies almost all Chinese philosophy.

(4)(4) Record of Rites (Record of Rites (Li ChiLi Chi).). Book of ceremonial etiquette.   Book of ceremonial etiquette.  
200 BC – 200 AD. The laws and rituals existed in earlier 200 BC – 200 AD. The laws and rituals existed in earlier 
times but this is the first time they were written down.times but this is the first time they were written down.

(5)(5) Annals of Spring and Autumn (Annals of Spring and Autumn (Ch’un ChiuCh’un Chiu)) –   History of  –   History of 
one Chinese province. Collected or written by Confucius one Chinese province. Collected or written by Confucius 
in his retirement, after he considered his work a failure.in his retirement, after he considered his work a failure.



The Four BooksThe Four Books
(1)(1) The Book of Great Learning (The Book of Great Learning (Ta HsuehTa Hsueh). ). Small Pamphlet Small Pamphlet 

of 10 pages which teaches about illumination and virtue in of 10 pages which teaches about illumination and virtue in 
order to renew the man. order to renew the man. 

(2)(2) The Doctrine of the Mean (The Doctrine of the Mean (Chung YungChung Yung)) Denotes the  Denotes the 
correct course to pursue without going to extremes (the correct course to pursue without going to extremes (the 
mean or average) and first principles which is the basis mean or average) and first principles which is the basis 
for the character and temperment of the Chinese people.for the character and temperment of the Chinese people.

(3)(3) The Analects of Confucius (The Analects of Confucius (Lun YuLun Yu).). Written down 400  Written down 400 
BC and includes a compliation of discources and sayings BC and includes a compliation of discources and sayings 
of Confucius. For centuries it was the basic civil service of Confucius. For centuries it was the basic civil service 
manual and one needed to pass an examination on it.manual and one needed to pass an examination on it.

(4)(4) The Works of Mencius (Meng Tzu).The Works of Mencius (Meng Tzu). Mencius was the  Mencius was the 
main disciple of Confucius, like Plato to Socrates.main disciple of Confucius, like Plato to Socrates.



Basic TeachingBasic Teaching

Confucius lived in a period of great disorderConfucius lived in a period of great disorder
The Chou Dynasty was degeneratingThe Chou Dynasty was degenerating
Controversy among the “hundred schools” (Controversy among the “hundred schools” (pai jiapai jia))
It was the beginning of two centuries of great It was the beginning of two centuries of great 
intellectual activity in Chinaintellectual activity in China
Confucius emerged as the “Great Perfection, Confucius emerged as the “Great Perfection, 
Ultimate Sage, and Foremost Teacher.”Ultimate Sage, and Foremost Teacher.”
His system of teaching became the most potent His system of teaching became the most potent 
single factor in shaping the life and character of the single factor in shaping the life and character of the 
entire Chinese people.entire Chinese people.
But his teaching centers on man, not God. It is a But his teaching centers on man, not God. It is a 
system of humanism or personal ethics.system of humanism or personal ethics.



It's Teaching on ManIt's Teaching on Man
The Nature of ManThe Nature of Man – Man is essentially good. All  – Man is essentially good. All 
men are educable to be a saint or a sage.men are educable to be a saint or a sage.
The Importance of ManThe Importance of Man – An ideal society can be  – An ideal society can be 
realized only through the ideal man. The ideal man realized only through the ideal man. The ideal man 
is the cornerstone of the ideal society.is the cornerstone of the ideal society.
The Development of ManThe Development of Man – There are eight process  – There are eight process 
of moral developmentof moral development
➢ Morality in CultivationMorality in Cultivation – (1) The investigation of  – (1) The investigation of 

things, (2) the increase of knowledge, (3) things, (2) the increase of knowledge, (3) 
Sincerity of mind (4) The rectification of heart.Sincerity of mind (4) The rectification of heart.

➢ Morality in PracticeMorality in Practice – (5) The cultivation of  – (5) The cultivation of 
personality, (6) The regulation of family, (7) personality, (6) The regulation of family, (7) 
Peace and order of the nation, (8) The great Peace and order of the nation, (8) The great 
harmony of the world. harmony of the world. 



It's Teaching on The FamilyIt's Teaching on The Family

The Importance of the FamilyThe Importance of the Family – The family is the  – The family is the 
basic unit of social structure. Love of family leads to basic unit of social structure. Love of family leads to 
love of community and an ideal society. It starts with love of community and an ideal society. It starts with 
love of parents.love of parents.
The Position of the FamilyThe Position of the Family – The family is not an  – The family is not an 
ultimate, but only an intermediate structure leading ultimate, but only an intermediate structure leading 
to a larger social conceptionto a larger social conception
The Goal of the FamilyThe Goal of the Family – The goal of the family is to  – The goal of the family is to 
teach and stimulate love for one's larger social teach and stimulate love for one's larger social 
relations and greater social responsibility to the state relations and greater social responsibility to the state 
and the world.   and the world.   



It's Teaching on SocietyIt's Teaching on Society
The Supreme Aim of SocietyThe Supreme Aim of Society – The aim of society is  – The aim of society is 
to build an ideal society – a kingdom of the to build an ideal society – a kingdom of the 
righteousness of man.righteousness of man.
The Moral Fiber of a SocietyThe Moral Fiber of a Society – The moral fiber of  – The moral fiber of 
society is to rule by ethical teaching or moral laws, society is to rule by ethical teaching or moral laws, 
not by a legal system. Five Cardinal Virtues: (1) not by a legal system. Five Cardinal Virtues: (1) 
Benevolence, (2) Righteousness, (3) Rules of Benevolence, (2) Righteousness, (3) Rules of 
decorum, (4) Wisdom, (5) Faithfulness.decorum, (4) Wisdom, (5) Faithfulness.
The Structure of a SocietyThe Structure of a Society – Depends on 3 pillars:  – Depends on 3 pillars: 
(A) king to ministers, (B) father to son, (C) husband (A) king to ministers, (B) father to son, (C) husband 
ot wife. Also five proper relations: (1) Sovereign and ot wife. Also five proper relations: (1) Sovereign and 
Subjects, (2) Father and Son, (3) Husband and Subjects, (2) Father and Son, (3) Husband and 
Wife, (4) Elder brother to younger, (5) Friends and Wife, (4) Elder brother to younger, (5) Friends and 
Friends.   Friends.   



It's Teaching on GovernmentIt's Teaching on Government
The Solid Foundation of GovernmentThe Solid Foundation of Government – A good  – A good 
government should build on a moral foundation of government should build on a moral foundation of 
benevolence and righteousness. “Heaven sees as benevolence and righteousness. “Heaven sees as 
my people see; hears as my people hear.”my people see; hears as my people hear.”
The Supreme Ideal of GovernmentThe Supreme Ideal of Government – History's final  – History's final 
culmination will be a golden age of Grand Harmony.culmination will be a golden age of Grand Harmony.
➢ Officers are selected by virtueOfficers are selected by virtue
➢ Appointments made by abilityAppointments made by ability
➢ See all as their parents or childrenSee all as their parents or children
➢ Provisions for all helpless and agedProvisions for all helpless and aged
➢ Every man has their own workEvery man has their own work
➢ Labor is not idle, no one robs or stealsLabor is not idle, no one robs or steals
➢ Selfish scheming is eliminatedSelfish scheming is eliminated



It's Teaching on GodIt's Teaching on God
An Abstract ConceptAn Abstract Concept – Confucius did not deny the  – Confucius did not deny the 
existence of God buy only recognized God as an existence of God buy only recognized God as an 
abstract concept. He only talked about the heavens, abstract concept. He only talked about the heavens, 
not about God. He refused to talk about not about God. He refused to talk about 
“extraordinary things and spiritual beings.”“extraordinary things and spiritual beings.”
Later PantheismLater Pantheism – Especially during the Sung and  – Especially during the Sung and 
Ming dynasties, the traditional concept of the unity Ming dynasties, the traditional concept of the unity 
between heaven and man developed into a system between heaven and man developed into a system 
of Pantheism. Every man possesses the Supreme of Pantheism. Every man possesses the Supreme 
Ultimate. “One is All, All is One.” Essentially they Ultimate. “One is All, All is One.” Essentially they 
deify themselves and, in fact, deny any personal deify themselves and, in fact, deny any personal 
God. They therefore become practical atheists.God. They therefore become practical atheists.



Taoism (Daoism)Taoism (Daoism)

Founded by Lao Tzu—a contemporary of Founded by Lao Tzu—a contemporary of 
Confucius (604-531 BC).Confucius (604-531 BC).
Scripture: The Tao Te Ching.  Tao = way  Te = Scripture: The Tao Te Ching.  Tao = way  Te = 
power  Ching = teachingpower  Ching = teaching
Basic doctrine:  Through non-involvement and Basic doctrine:  Through non-involvement and 
withdrawal, we come to know god/deity.  Emphasis withdrawal, we come to know god/deity.  Emphasis 
on self-interest. “The religion of selfishness.”on self-interest. “The religion of selfishness.”
Pantheistic: Experience God by contemplating Pantheistic: Experience God by contemplating 
nature.nature.
Emphasis on mysticism and magic.Emphasis on mysticism and magic.

   “   “He would not pluck so much as a hair out of his head for the benefit He would not pluck so much as a hair out of his head for the benefit 
of his fellow man.”of his fellow man.”



Essential Characteristics of TaoEssential Characteristics of Tao

Taosim has five essential characteristicsTaosim has five essential characteristics
➢ Tao is All EmbracingTao is All Embracing
➢ Tao is ImmutableTao is Immutable
➢ Tao is ReversibleTao is Reversible
➢ Tao is ParadoxicalTao is Paradoxical
➢ Tao is HiddenTao is Hidden

Taoism minimizes man in the vastness of natureTaoism minimizes man in the vastness of nature
It also advocates freedom and human dignity over It also advocates freedom and human dignity over 
state control and dictatorship.state control and dictatorship.
It says that the more we improve materially, the It says that the more we improve materially, the 
more we suffer spiritually.more we suffer spiritually.
Simplicity is key to TaoSimplicity is key to Tao



Tao is All EmbracingTao is All Embracing

The word The word taotao is one of the most important terms in  is one of the most important terms in 
Chinese philosophy.Chinese philosophy.
It has a primary meaning of the “road” or “way”It has a primary meaning of the “road” or “way”
It has a metaphorical significance as the way of It has a metaphorical significance as the way of 
man, the underlying principle of human morality.man, the underlying principle of human morality.
Lao Tzu said that the universe is assured to have Lao Tzu said that the universe is assured to have 
come into being because there exists an all-come into being because there exists an all-
embracing first principle which is called Tao.embracing first principle which is called Tao.
Toaists recognize something call the Great, but by it Toaists recognize something call the Great, but by it 
they do not mean God, they mean Tao.they do not mean God, they mean Tao.
Tao is not a person, or personality. It is a force that Tao is not a person, or personality. It is a force that 
produces everything.produces everything.



Tao is ImmutableTao is Immutable

The universe is constantly changing, but through it The universe is constantly changing, but through it 
are certain general principles called the Immutable.are certain general principles called the Immutable.
Lao Tzu taught:Lao Tzu taught:
➢ The world is possessed by him who does nothingThe world is possessed by him who does nothing
➢ All things return to their rootAll things return to their root
➢ The return to the root is called stillnessThe return to the root is called stillness
➢ To accept this is to submit to the providenceTo accept this is to submit to the providence
➢ Submission to the providence is call the Submission to the providence is call the 

Immutable.Immutable.
➢ To know the Immutable is called enlightenmentTo know the Immutable is called enlightenment



Tao is ReversibleTao is Reversible

The movement of Tao consists of reversion.The movement of Tao consists of reversion.
➢ Happiness depends on calamity & visa versaHappiness depends on calamity & visa versa
➢ Goodness depends on evil & visa versaGoodness depends on evil & visa versa
➢ What is high will be brought low, and what is low What is high will be brought low, and what is low 

will be brought highwill be brought high
If one thing moves to an extreme in one direction, a If one thing moves to an extreme in one direction, a 
change must bring about an opposite result.change must bring about an opposite result.
This is called reversion or return.This is called reversion or return.
But why it reverses is not known or explained.But why it reverses is not known or explained.
It is just a principle of life that is accepted in TaoIt is just a principle of life that is accepted in Tao



Tao is All ParadoxialTao is All Paradoxial

Based on the truth, “Things, if one seeks to diminish Based on the truth, “Things, if one seeks to diminish 
them, sometimes increase, if one seeks to increase them, sometimes increase, if one seeks to increase 
them, sometimes they diminish.”them, sometimes they diminish.”
““True words are paradoxical.”True words are paradoxical.”
Tao is seen by many as an unsolvable paradox.Tao is seen by many as an unsolvable paradox.
➢ The way (Tao) to lightness seems as if darkThe way (Tao) to lightness seems as if dark
➢ The way that goes forward seems to go backThe way that goes forward seems to go back
➢ The way that is level seems as if it unevenThe way that is level seems as if it uneven

Taoism really is a paradox. Many Taoist scholars Taoism really is a paradox. Many Taoist scholars 
cannot interpret it, and even Lao Tzu could not cannot interpret it, and even Lao Tzu could not 
define what Tao really is. Much like Zen.define what Tao really is. Much like Zen.



Tao is HiddenTao is Hidden

Lao Tzu said:Lao Tzu said:
➢ The Tao which can be comprehended is not the The Tao which can be comprehended is not the 

eternal Taoeternal Tao
➢ The name that can be named is not the eternal The name that can be named is not the eternal 

namename
➢ The Way itself is the something seen in dreamsThe Way itself is the something seen in dreams
➢ In it are images that are elusive and evadingIn it are images that are elusive and evading
➢ It changes noe, nor fails, but touches allIt changes noe, nor fails, but touches all
➢ Conceive it as the mother of the worldConceive it as the mother of the world
➢ I do not know its nameI do not know its name



Three Main Doctrines of TaoThree Main Doctrines of Tao

(1)(1) Comprehend the TaoComprehend the Tao
(a)(a) Relativity of Time and SpaceRelativity of Time and Space
(b)(b) Denunciation of RationalismDenunciation of Rationalism

(2)(2)   Conform to the TaoConform to the Tao
(a)(a)   Relativity of Good and EveilRelativity of Good and Eveil
(b)(b)   Denunciation of HumanismDenunciation of Humanism

(3)(3)   Return to the TaoReturn to the Tao
(a)(a)   Relativity of Death and LifeRelativity of Death and Life
(b)(b)   Denunciation of MundanismDenunciation of Mundanism



It's Teaching on GodIt's Teaching on God
As a Religion –  As a Religion –  it is Polytheistic, Demonistic, it is Polytheistic, Demonistic, 
Idolatrous. They can talk about many gods but the Idolatrous. They can talk about many gods but the 
three supreme persons are:three supreme persons are:
➢ The Jade Emperor, as the CreatorThe Jade Emperor, as the Creator
➢ The Precious Spirit, as the Great PreistThe Precious Spirit, as the Great Preist
➢ Lao Tzu, as the incarnation of the Jade EmperorLao Tzu, as the incarnation of the Jade Emperor

  As a Philosophy –As a Philosophy – it has no God to Worship. it has no God to Worship.
➢ Tao is the first cause and creative force of natureTao is the first cause and creative force of nature
➢ It is the essence of all substances and the It is the essence of all substances and the 

regulator of all movementregulator of all movement
➢ It is without substance yet contain within it all It is without substance yet contain within it all 

substancessubstances
➢ It is calm, sublime, invisible and intangible.It is calm, sublime, invisible and intangible.



It's Teaching on ManIt's Teaching on Man
Discard Human WisdomDiscard Human Wisdom – Man's knowledge is finite.  – Man's knowledge is finite. 
One must go beyond human wisdom. The One must go beyond human wisdom. The 
attainment of Tao implies non-discussion. This is attainment of Tao implies non-discussion. This is 
very much like the concepts found in Zen.very much like the concepts found in Zen.
Banish Self-RighteousnessBanish Self-Righteousness – Knowing the Tao is all  – Knowing the Tao is all 
righteousness. Nothing you can do matters. One is righteousness. Nothing you can do matters. One is 
to reject the human systems of rules and adherence to reject the human systems of rules and adherence 
to governments and society. This is in direct to governments and society. This is in direct 
opposition to Confucius.  opposition to Confucius.  
Self-Humility and Self-DenialSelf-Humility and Self-Denial – Man means nothing  – Man means nothing 
so the pursuit of material things and pleasure is so the pursuit of material things and pleasure is 
nothing. Here we see some correlation to Buddhist nothing. Here we see some correlation to Buddhist 
teachings, the Middle way. teachings, the Middle way. 



It's Teaching on SalvationIt's Teaching on Salvation
Man is Lost – Man is Lost – Because of Separation from the Tao, Because of Separation from the Tao, 
man is lost and lives a painful life.man is lost and lives a painful life.
Discard Human EffortDiscard Human Effort – Mankind is not saved by  – Mankind is not saved by 
human effort or works, but simply by surrendering to human effort or works, but simply by surrendering to 
the Tao.the Tao.
Surrender to the TaoSurrender to the Tao – The heavenly Tao means  – The heavenly Tao means 
lordship, the earthly Tao means bondage. lordship, the earthly Tao means bondage. 
Ceremony or law is the invention of man. Return to Ceremony or law is the invention of man. Return to 
the Tao and one will be pure.  the Tao and one will be pure.  
Later DevelopmentsLater Developments – Later the teaching morphed  – Later the teaching morphed 
to a method to live longer on the earth. Stories were to a method to live longer on the earth. Stories were 
told of those who lived thousands of years without told of those who lived thousands of years without 
decay. They even say one can live without food or decay. They even say one can live without food or 
breathing. breathing. 



It's Teaching on Last ThingsIt's Teaching on Last Things
(1)(1) Life and Death are like the procession of the four Life and Death are like the procession of the four 

seasons.seasons.
(2)(2) Death is happiness and eternal lifeDeath is happiness and eternal life
(3)(3) Life is a tumor, and death is an excision of tumor Life is a tumor, and death is an excision of tumor 

and a return to true selfand a return to true self
(4)(4) Death is rest, life is toilDeath is rest, life is toil
(5)(5) Death is a return to TaoDeath is a return to Tao

Lao Tzu taught that ultimately a happy self-Lao Tzu taught that ultimately a happy self-
contained life was one were “men don't need to contained life was one were “men don't need to 
bother to run here and there and con enjoy the bother to run here and there and con enjoy the 
crow of cocks and the barking of dogs from another crow of cocks and the barking of dogs from another 
village in quietness and peace.”  village in quietness and peace.”  
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